AVG Automotive Group
Headquartered in Toronto, Canada, AVG Automotive Group (AVG) designs, engineers, develops, and
delivers automotive accessories as a Tier 1 and Tier 2 supplier to original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs). The company focuses on creating accessory solutions that enhance the car customer’s
experience along three avenues: audio optimization, cosmetic enhancement, and functionality
improvement.
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Headquartered in Toronto, Canada, AVG Automotive Group (AVG) designs, engineers, develops, and delivers
automotive accessories as a Tier 1 and Tier 2 supplier to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). The
company focuses on creating accessory solutions that enhance the car customer’s experience along three
avenues: audio optimization, cosmetic enhancement, and functionality improvement. AVG’s dedication to
customer support and expertise in supply chain management has convinced many automotive OEMs to
place their trust in the company’s ability to supply its accessories in a timely fashion. As a result, AVG has
successfully developed a worldwide reputation as a manufacturer of high-quality and innovative
automotive accessories.
AVG Automotive Group was established in 2000 by its current CEO, Ayaz Somani, and current President,
Karim Suleman. This group of companies includes AVG (OEAM) Inc., AVG (OEM) Inc., and the National
Automotive Customizers Inc. In May 2017, the company launched AVG North America, a manufacturing and
logistics facility in Gas City, Indiana. Somani has been in the automotive customization business for over 30
years, building numerous relationships and networks within the industry that have helped AVG attract new
customers, while Suleman has been involved in the field of business development for nearly 30 years,
developing expertise in business structuring, strategic management, and financing. Together, Somani and
Suleman have led AVG’s rapid growth since the company’s inception.
Somani and Suleman understand the value of being adaptable, which is why the majority of the company’s

employees are engineers who can design and develop new products. Production of the parts required is
then outsourced to other manufacturers with expertise in manufacturing those particular products, and
final assembly of the product takes place at AVG. This system allows AVG to focus on developing new
products based on emerging trends and technologies, and to quickly update existing products when
required. Fortunately, not only do the manufacturers with whom AVG works have the expertise and capacity
to make these quick product adjustments, they also share AVG’s desire to deliver world-class products.
One of AVG’s most unique products is the Digital Power Station (DPS), developed by award-winning
recording engineer and producer, Tony Bongiovi. This technology provides a solution to the audio quality
degradation that occurs in automotive vehicles as a result of digital media compression. The DPS adjusts
and enhances the sound coming from speakers in real time to create “studio quality sound.” The innovative
technology is offered to customers through an external plug-in application, an internal radio integration, a
portable headphone solution, or even a speaker-less car solution with the DPS embedded in the car’s
headliner materials. Examples of other accessories offered by AVG include 360-degree viewing systems,
accelerated chargers, and enhanced mirror systems that are capable of functions such as opening the
garage door.
Although AVG is well known for its innovative accessories, the company’s supply chain management is what
differentiates it from competitors. AVG has ensured that it is capable of managing every aspect of its supply
chain, which includes the design, engineering, manufacturing, logistics, and installation of products. In
addition to being able to deliver its products to all three points of the post-production option space (i.e.,
factory, port, and dealer), AVG has the unique ability to offer turnkey port installation fulfilment programs.
For OEMs that provide their own port installation services, AVG offers an installation training program;
otherwise, AVG employee-installers will work on site at the OEM ports, and are integrated into the OEM’s
logistics intelligence and vehicle flows.

Multiple global OEMs have recognized that AVG has equipped itself to effectively
manufacture accessories and provide customer support as both a Tier 1 and Tier 2
supplier.

While customers appreciate this superior supply chain management, which enables AVG to continuously
optimize the processes that develop and deliver high-quality and innovative accessories, they also value
AVG’s various customer management services. The company offers a plethora of such services, including
product development, engineering, and marketing support. AVG assists customers at each stage of a
product’s development, working closely with them from the program concept up to the full product launch
and production support. Multiple global OEMs have recognized that AVG has equipped itself to effectively
manufacture accessories and provide customer support as both a Tier 1 and Tier 2 supplier.
AVG’s dedication to both supply chain management and customer service is the main reason that the
company has been able to grow so rapidly. Repeatedly, AVG has demonstrated to customers that within a
short product development cycle, it is capable of manufacturing top-quality products and meeting
customer requirements and functionality. Contracts are awarded on a four-year basis, and the company’s
continuous drive to put the customer first allows it to create new products with the confidence that current
and new customers will be willing to award the company a contract. For example, customers to which AVG

currently delivers products include Kia, General Motors, Hyundai, Toyota, Nissan, and Lexus. Moreover, AVG
has already been awarded additional contracts for future delivery from Toyota, and Nissan.
The rapid growth AVG has enjoyed means that Somani and Suleman are always looking to hire new
employees who exhibit creativity, passion, and a drive to succeed. The company fosters a culture of
creativity that allows all employees to proactively present new product ideas to customers and to deliver on
solutions that meet or exceed customer expectations. Once new ideas have been formed, passionate and
hard-working individuals consistently convert them into complete solutions. Somani and Suleman also
ensure that AVG’s employees understand their value and feel appreciated by inviting all employees to offer
input in strategic discussions and participate in critical decisions.
Moving forward, AVG plans to keep expanding worldwide by entering the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region, Asia Pacific, and Central and Latin America region. The company continues to analyze
emerging technologies in order to come up with innovative ideas for new accessories. Somani believes that
if the company keeps capitalizing on emerging trends, grows its network, stays adaptable, and further
improves its supply chain management and customer service, it can continue its promising growth patterns
well into the future.
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